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Enclosed is a selection from the extensive range of Marshalls Street
Furniture which can be found in its entirety in the Street Furniture Product
Selector or online at www.marshalls.co.uk.

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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Street Furniture
Street Furniture
Motis Shelter, Birmingham

Geo Illuminated Bollard, Camden

GEO Signage & Fingerpost Combination, Blackpool

Sheffield Cycle Stands, Cleveleys

Street Furniture

Illuminated Handrail, Glasgow

Saturn Shelter, Wellington Academy

Geo Indirect Parklight, Coventry

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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Signage, London

Escofet Equal Seat, Olympic Village

PAS68 Giove Planter, Cleveleys

Igneo Seat and litter Bin, Seaton

Geo Pennant Cycle Stands, Kings College

Street Furniture
Street Furniture

Our environment impacts everything
we do. The better our environment, the
better we can be. At Marshalls our aim is
to create opportunities for better spaces
for all, in our homes, streets, schools,
offices and retail spaces. The Marshalls
product range is designed around
inspiring others to imagine better and
create exceptional landscapes for all
to enjoy.
As part of the Marshalls family, our wide ranging street furniture
product and support offering is already playing a role in helping to
create better spaces.
We specialise in the design, manufacture, sourcing and installation
of street furniture products. This Product Selector summarises our
comprehensive range of seating, bollards, bins, planters, lighting,
notice boards, cycle parking, post and rail and tree grilles and our
exclusive coordinated ranges. A more detailed summary of our
extensive range can be seen in our Street Furniture
Product Selector.
Manufactured in the UK with additional ranges sourced from
Europe, all are produced to the highest standards and in an
extensive range of materials including concrete, steel, stainless
steel, natural stone, polyurethane, aluminium, cast iron, timber
and even recycled plastics. Our objective is to provide you with
products which fulfil all functional, aesthetic and budgetary
requirements.

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Working closely with industry designers, we commission
inspirational new concepts and ranges to enhance the built
environment. Our specialist technical advice and design service
helps to direct creative concepts right through to final production.
New products are developed in compliance with regulations and
guidelines such as DDA, BSI. and RoSPA, with all structural designs
conforming to BS 5950-1:2000, Structural Use of Steelwork in
Buildings, and independently assessed by Structural Engineers.
Our highly experienced team of Street Furniture Design Engineers
is available to assist architects and specifiers in commissioning
bespoke pieces in almost any material.

Street Furniture

Street Furniture
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Street Furniture Protective Street Furniture
Street Furniture Protective Street Furniture

Following events in recent years, the
threat of international terrorism has risen
to unprecedented levels.
In order to meet the ever evolving security threats faced by
modern day society, Marshalls places an emphasis on the
development of physical perimeter security products designed
to protect people, places and infrastructure from the threat of
vehicle-borne attacks.
Marshalls RhinoGuardTM products have been successfully tested
in accordance with BSI PAS68 and PAS69 Standards for vehicle
security barriers as set by the Government and key agencies such
as The Home Office, Office for Security and Counter-Terrorism, The
Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI) and The
National Counter Terrorism Security Office (NaCTSO).

RhinoGuardTM 15/30

The Standard tests a specific vehicle weight impacting a barrier
at a specific speed (for example, a 1.5 tonne vehicle crashing into
a bollard at 30mph). Testing weights range from 1.5 tonnes to 7.5
tonnes at speeds of either 30, 40 and 50mph.
As an active member of the Perimeter Security Suppliers
Association (PSSA), Marshalls designs and supplies products to
provide effective hostile vehicle mitigation in proportion with all
levels of risk, site vulnerability and project budgets.
For more information on classifications and designs,
please contact us on 0370 600 2425.

RhinoGuardTM 75/30 Seat Frame

Street Furniture

Protective Street
Furniture
RhinoGuardTM 75/40

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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RhinoGuardTM 75/30 Seating

RhinoGuardTM 75/30 Shallow mount excavation

Street Furniture Protective Street Furniture
Street Furniture Protective Street Furniture

RHINOGUARD™

PAS 68

High Security Technology

RhinoGuard™ Giove Planters, Cardiff

PAS 68 Commercial Stainless
Steel Sleeve

PAS 68 Precious Stone Giove Planter

PAS 68 Geo Stainless Steel Litter Bin

PAS 68 Geo Stainless
Steel Cycle Stand

RhinoGuardTM 75/40 PAS 68 Ferrocast Bollards, Gateshead

See Marshalls full range of PAS 68 in the Street Furniture Product Selector or
at www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Successfully crash tested in accordance with BSI PAS68, PAS69 and
PAS170, RhinoGuard™ products offer the highest level of protection
for buildings and landscapes. There are 6 bollards to choose from
which provide impact performance at distinct levels of protection
and budget. All impact tests have used various vehicle types
travelling at different speeds. Seating, planters, litter bins and cycle
stands complete the range.

Street Furniture

Protective Street
Furniture
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Street Furniture Seating
Street Furniture Seating
GEO Seat, Dubai
Escofet Flor Seat, Olympic Village

Street Furniture
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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Escofet Barana Bench, Glasgow

Sineu Graff Link Perch Seats and High Table

Sineu Graff Rendezvous Seat, Cardiff

Street Furniture Seating

GEO Stainless Steel and Timber
Back to Back Seat

Ferrocast Waterside II Timber Seat

Escofet Equal Concrete and Timber Seat

Sineu Graff Rendezvous Cast Iron
and Timber Seat

Bellitalia Demetra Precious Stone Bench with
Timber Slats

Street Furniture Seating

Ollerton M3 Stainless Steel Seat

Monoscape Metrolinia Concrete
Modular System

GEO Stainless Steel and Timber Seat, London

See Marshalls full range of Seating in the Street Furniture Product Selector or
at www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Sineu Graff Link Timber Two Place Bench

Marshalls offers seating in a choice of materials, styles and colourways
to fit any budget and any landscape. From traditional materials such
as concrete, steel and natural stone to contemporary materials such as
Ferrocast®, Plastic, Stainless Steel and Precious Stone, Marshalls Street
Furniture understands how to bring to life any space, both internally and
externally. Offering bespoke commissions and full technical advice and
design services to take creative concepts through to production for any
client, any budget, and any space. PAS 68 anti terrorism versions of some
products are also available.

Street Furniture

Seating
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Street Furniture Perimeter Protection Bollards
Street Furniture Perimeter Protection Bollards
Rhino Guard 25/40 PAS 60 Bollards, Ravenscraig

GEO Lift Out Bollard, Camden

Rhino RS004 Stainless Steel Bollard, Mayflower

Street Furniture
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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Bespoke Ferrocast Bollards, Hemel Hempstead

MSF 102 Cast Iron Bollard with white tape, Sheffield

GEO Illuminated Bollard, Camden

Street Furniture Perimeter Protection Bollards
Street Furniture Perimeter Protection Bollards

RHINO™
Perimeter Protection
By Marshalls

Rhino RT SS5 Telescopic Bollards, BMW/Mini Garage, Borehamwood

GEO Stainless Steel Bollard

Rhino Telescopic Bollard,
RTSS5

CODA Concrete Bollard

Loci Steel Bollard

Ferrocast Manchester
Bollard

Ollerton Timber Bollard
with Pyramid Top

Rhino Hoop Barrier, RB60/SS

See Marshalls full range of Bollards in the Street Furniture Product Selector or
at www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Marshalls offers an unrivalled choice of bollards in a variety of materials
and styles. Through our extensive range of static telescopic and hoop
barriers, many of which can be tailored to project requirements, Marshalls
offers customers a bollard to suit almost every application. Anti-Ram and
Anti terrorism/PAS68 specification also available.

Street Furniture

Perimeter Protection
Bollards
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Street Furniture Litter Bins
Street Furniture Litter Bins
Street Furniture
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Litter Bins
Ferrocast Waterside II in White, Kimmel Bay, Rhyl

From simple, functional units to design led statement pieces, the Marshalls
litter bin range comes in a variety of textures, materials and styles to fit
any project and any budget. The range of litter bins includes rainshields,
ashtrays and almost any bespoke accessory specified. From concrete, steel
and natural stone to modern materials such as Ferrocast®, Plastic, Stainless
Steel and Precious Stone, the high quality and diversity of materials makes
Marshalls litter bins stand out from the competition.

See Marshalls full range of Litter Bins in the Street Furniture Product Selector
or at www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

GEO Stainless Steel
Litter Bin

Ollerton Academy Stainless
Steel Litter Bin

Loci Steel Litter Bin

Monoscape Igneo Concrete
and Ferrocast Litter Bin

Ferrocast Waterside II
Litter Bin

Bellitalia Pegaso Precious
Stone Litter Bin

Mplas Monarch Plastic
Litter Bin

Street Furniture Planters
Street Furniture Planters

Sineu Graff Mobile Gardens, André Navarra Music Conservatory, France

Ollerton 1m Square Timber Planter

Bellitalia Artemide Precious Stone Planter

Sineu Graff Rendezvous Cast Iron
and Timber Planter

Mplas Newforest Plastic Planter in
Dark Wood Finish

Escofet Icaria Concrete Planter

See Marshalls full range of Planters in the Street Furniture Product Selector or
at www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Marshalls planters are elegant, innovative solutions for introducing green
landscaping into spaces that cannot be planted using conventional
methods. Either as a part of a wider range of street furniture or to
complement other Marshalls paving products, the variety of materials
and styles can enhance any type of landscape and fit within any budget
restrictions. From concrete, steel and natural stone to modern materials
such as Ferrocast®, Plastic, Stainless Steel and Precious Stone, the high
quality that Marshalls demands is apparent across the range. PAS68
versions also available.

Street Furniture

Planters
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Street Furniture Illumination
Street Furniture Illumination
Street Furniture
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Illumination
Geo Lightstacks, Wembley Stadium, London

High-design matched with technical precision and photometric
performance form the Marshalls lighting philosophy. Our in-house
lighting expertise will help you create distinctive, attractive places
while also addressing the requirements for functional street lighting; for
instance illuminating public spaces in order to deter crime and enhance
the economic potential of an area at night. With our technological
knowledge and design experience, Marshalls are the lighting partners for
designers and architects with challenging projects and an
ambitious vision.

See Marshalls full range of Illumination in the Street Furniture Product
Selector or at www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Loci Luminaire

CODA Luminaire

Geo Disc Luminaire

Eclatec Zenda Luminaire

Aubrilam Dome Column

Street Furniture Notice Boards and Wayfinding

Cabot Circus Stainless Steel Bespoke Signage

Bespoke Monolith Sign

CODA Monolith Signage

Ferrocast Double Sided Notice Board

Street Furniture Notice Boards and Wayfinding

GEO Stainless Steel Fingerpost

Imperial A0 Double Sided Cast Iron
Notice Board

Ollerton Stainless Steel Bespoke Notice Board and Fingerpost

GEO Monolith Stainless Steel Signage, London

See Marshalls full range of Notice Boards and Wayfinding in the Street Furniture
Product Selector or at www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Steel, Stainless Steel, Polyurethane, Aluminium or traditional Cast Iron;
whichever material you specify, Marshalls Notice Boards and Wayfinding
are always there to show you where you are. Marshalls Notice Boards and
Wayfinding products are extremely versatile and available in a number of
sizes and finishes, in both landscape and portrait orientations. Let us lead
the way, whatever your direction.

Street Furniture

Notice Boards
and Wayfinding
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Street Furniture Cycle Parking
Street Furniture Cycle Parking

Ollerton Pluto Steel Shelter

Ferrocast Waterside II Cycle Stand

Ollerton Saturn Steel Shelter

Ollerton Venus Steel Shelter

Ollerton Sheffield Stainless Steel Cycle Stand

Ollerton R10 Senior Steel Cycle Rack

Escofet Raval Slim Concrete Cycle Stand

Street Furniture
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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Cycle Parking
Providing sustainable transport infrastructure is one of Marshalls’ core
strengths. Promoting cycling as an integrated part of everyday transport
will bring about only beneficial results: saving money in transport and fuel,
tackling health issues, reducing traffic congestion and greenhouse gas
emissions, and creating a better environment for users of all ages.

Ollerton Upright Stainless Steel Cycle Stand

Available in many materials and finishes, Marshalls cycle stands and
shelters are ideal for starting and ending your journey safely and
conveniently. Bespoke designs are also available upon request.

See Marshalls full range of Cycle Parking in the Street Furniture Product
Selector or at www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Ollerton Bankside Bikeshed™, Steel Shelter, London

Street Furniture Protective Post & Rail
Street Furniture Protective Post & Rail

Ferrocast Waterside II Post and Rail, Ryhl

Ollerton M3 and Festival Steel and Stainless
Wire System

Ferrocast Waterside II Three Rail System

Ferrocast Scarborough Rail System

Bespoke Illuminated Handrail

See Marshalls full range of Protective Post & Rail in the Street Furniture
Product Selector or at www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Marshalls has created a wealth of experience in specialist post & rail
systems. Modern materials such as steel, stainless steel and Ferrocast®
are used to create pedestrian restraint systems to increase the safety of
pedestrians and other non-vehicular highway users while matching the
architectural surroundings. Robust and elegant bespoke designs can be
created by our experienced internal and external specialists, in conjunction
with our expert project engineers and our in-house project
management team.

Street Furniture

Protective
Post & Rail
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Street Furniture Tree Grilles
Street Furniture Tree Grilles
Street Furniture
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Tree Grilles
Ollerton M3 Stainless Steel Tree Grille

Combining green infrastructure with hard landscaping is now possible.
From concrete, cast iron, steel and natural stone to modern materials
such as Ferrocast® Plastic, Stainless Steel and Precious Stone, Marshalls
tree grilles provide room for water irrigation while protecting the tree
roots. Trees can be added to all landscapes without the risk of root growth
damaging surrounding paving. Modern or traditional, Marshalls tree grilles
complement a wide variety of Marshalls street furniture and
paving products.

See Marshalls full range of Tree Grilles in the Street Furniture Product
Selector or at www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Ferrocast 68P Series Tree Grille

Ferrocast 58P Series Tree Grille

Escofet Carmel Tree Grille

Monoscape Treepave Concrete Tree Grille

Street Furniture Coordinated Ranges
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Marshalls is proud to introduce intriguing coordinated ranges of street
furniture which meet the demands of any landscape and budgetary
requirements while transforming Britain’s traditional and contemporary
landscapes with individual, clever, flexible configurations.
By utilising the experience and knowledge of our team of design
engineers, we can develop coordinated style ranges in many materials.

Seats and benches in standard and bespoke lengths, innovative planters
and litter bins, minimalistic designed signage, modern cycle stands and
bollards - Marshalls coordinated ranges add extra value to all schemes,
whether complex or simple and under any budgetary requirement,
helping you create and sustain your unique individual stamp in the years
to come.
Hence, whether you are refurbishing a town centre, creating an inspiring
retail park, beautifying a waterfront or generating a leisure area for your
community, universities and schools, Marshalls has the solution for all your
design needs.

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Waterside ........................................................................................................................................ 202

In today’s ever changing urban landscapes, the need to provide flexible
seating arrangements is ever increasing. Gone are the days when a 1.8m
bench or seat will satisfy the needs of every landscape. These items still
have a place within the linear environment of a typical street; however,
the contemporary urban realm demands much greater flexibility.

Street Furniture

Coordinated
Ranges
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Street Furniture Waterside
Street Furniture Waterside
Standard RAL Colours

Street Furniture

Waterside
Coordinated Range

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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Create classic or contemporary schemes that will suit any environment
and stand the test of time.
The Waterside Range is based around a unique elliptical form, resulting
in a stylish and functional selection of street furniture suitable for both
modern and traditional landscapes.
Manufactured from Ferrocast®, The Waterside Range is extremely
durable, won’t rust or corrode, and can be supplied in any standard RAL
colour as shown, (with additional RAL colours available on request),
helping you create a better landscape with a better material.

RAL 5010

RAL 9007

RAL 1023

RAL 7038

RAL 8014

RAL 3020

RAL 6005

RAL 9005

RAL 7045

With Ferrocast® from Marshalls, you can design stunning landscapes
exactly how you want, with a material that’s as beautiful at it is robust.

RAL 9006
RAL 9010

Ferrocast Waterside II Three Rail System

Ferrocast Waterside II Litter Bin

Ferrocast Waterside II Timber Seat

Street Furniture Geo
Street Furniture Geo

Coordinated Range

GEO Stainless Steel Bollard

GEO Disc Luminaire

GEO Stainless Steel Litter Bin with Ash and
Gum Bin

GEO Stainless Steel Fingerpost

Geo features co-ordinated and cohesive lighting, signage and
street furniture designed to complement, rather than collide with,
contemporary architectural styles.
The highest quality materials are used in Geo construction and are chosen
with the knowledge that installation is disproportionately costly in relation
to the furniture. This material choice decreases routine maintenance and
replacement and therefore minimises the total lifetime cost.

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Geo is a fully coordinated lighting, signage and street furniture system,
designed to help reduce street clutter and to create a visual link between
public spaces. Geo reflects the best of modern urban design and has
been selected for some of the most prestigious and iconic public realm
regenerations. The design philosophy behind the Geo system is unfussy
and simply designed to reduce visual confusion and physical clutter. Geo
recognises that it is the people and the street that is important, not the
amount of elements there to “control” them.

Street Furniture

Geo
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Street Furniture Coda
Street Furniture Coda
Anthracite

Mid Grey

Silver Grey

Anthracite

Silver Grey

Street Furniture

Coda

Coordinated Range
Silver Grey

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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Mid Grey

A cohesive range of predominantly concrete street furniture, lighting
and signage, designed by Lifschutz Davidson Sandilands exclusively for
Marshalls.

Anthracite

See my related products...
Myriad Block Paving ........................................................................................................................................................ pg 29
Conservation Paving ............................................................................................................................................... pg 57-59

Contemporary forms complement both the most recent architectural
trends and established environments.
The signature contrast design details create identity that unifies the whole
range, including seating, cycle stand, bollard, litter bin, monolith and
fingerpost signage.
Robust materials and quality manufacture ensure both good looks and
long term value.
Ethically sourced Iroko timber weathers naturally, is highly durable and
virtually maintenance free.

Silver Grey

CODA Luminaire

Anthracite

Mid Grey

CODA Fingerpost

Mid Grey

CODA Monolith

Street Furniture M3
Street Furniture M3

Coordinated Range

Ollerton M3 Flat Top Bollard

Ollerton M3 Fingerpost and Litter Bin

Ollerton M3 Tree Seat and Curved Bench

The system is less prone to pitting and staining than those in lower
grades, providing at the same time optimal strength. Each slat is wrapped
around the top and lower supporting tubes and welded at three points
of contact. This ensures rigidity and strength in the structure, making the
seat less prone to vandalism.
The seating legs are manufactured from a heavy gauge stainless steel
tube, and are continuous pieces, fully welded to the frame. This makes
each unit extremely strong and ensures that it is difficult for the seat to be
removed from the legs and, therefore, less likely to be stolen.

The seating range has engraved discs which are fully welded to the end of
the frame tubes. This prevents ingress of dirt and water and protects the
seat in the long term, as well as guarantees the originality of the product
made by Marshalls and, subsequently, the style, quality and value which
surrounds the Marshalls brand worldwide.
Straight or curved benches, back to back or straight seats and inward or
outward facing seating segments can be designed and specified to any
length, any internal radii above 600mm and any combination. Specify
the M3 in circles, squares and sweeping serpentine curves to provide
functional yet highly stylised focal points to all designers’ schemes.

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Manufactured from 316L grade stainless steel the stylish and versatile M3
coordinated range has a reputation for style, quality and value in
the market.

Street Furniture

M3
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Street Furniture Loci
Street Furniture Loci
Street Furniture
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Loci

Coordinated Range

A comprehensive, vibrant and affordable range of steel and timber
street furniture, lighting and signage. Designed exclusively for Marshalls
by Maynard Design, Loci offers a complete solution for campus type
environments.
Light, open and colourful forms reflect growing trends for vibrant
architectural and landscape designs.
A signature ‘Ribbon of Steel’ design element appears consistently
throughout the range. The offer includes seating, cycle stands, standard
and illuminated bollards, a litter bin, monolith and fingerpost signage and
street lighting.
Colour customisation enables coordination with any corporate branding
or colour scheme. Available in standard RAL colours shown, or additional
RAL colours available on request.
Cost efficient material and manufacture enable highly affordable pricing,
with no loss of Marshalls design values.

RAL 7046

RAL 7024

RAL 5007

RAL 5015

RAL 6017

RAL 1023

RAL 3002

RDS 110 70 70

Loci Luminaire

Loci Picnic Table

Loci Monolith

Street Furniture Igneo
Street Furniture Igneo

Coordinated Range
Cream

Monoscape Igneo Litter Bin

Monoscape Igneo Appia Bollard

Monoscape Igneo Seat

Boulevard
Black

Conservation
Silver Grey

Conservation
Charcoal

See my related products...
Conservation Paving ................................................................................................................................................ pg 57-59

Manufactured in Ferrocast®, seating arm rests and litter bin doors will have
a long life span and require virtually no maintenance. Ferrocast parts can
be ordered in any standard RAL colour.
With a high vandal resistance and anti-graffiti coating as standard,
combined with the durability achieved from cast concrete, the Igneo
series is extremely hard wearing.

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Saxon Paving ............................................................................................................................................................... pg 64-65

Igneo seating is a coordinated concrete modular system that offers
contemporary styling, combined with functionality and maximum
robustness. It currently consists of seating, a litter bin and bollards which
can act as stools. The seating can be specified to any length, based on
the module sizes, dependent on the location and the number of seating
places required.

Street Furniture

Igneo
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Street Furniture Metrolinia
Street Furniture Metrolinia
Street Furniture

Metrolinia
Coordinated Range

City Charcoal Grey

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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Marshalls Metrolinia Modular Seating system allows the designer to
meet many of the challenges of contemporary urban landscapes. The
system is comprised of a range of ‘building blocks’ to enable limitless
configurations of seats and benches, as well as the incorporation of
planters into the design. The flexibility of modular seating makes it
suitable for a wide range of environments because:
Space can be defined in more interesting ways with collections of units,
with limitless configurations being achievable and precisely tailored to
need. In large spaces, it can be used to define areas of use and demarcate
boundaries. The limited size of units allows them to be easily moved if
space is needed.
Modular units encourage less prescribed use, people can perch or sit
and squeeze on in a more relaxed manner. Not only do modular systems
provide effective use of space, they can have more presence. Particularly
in large spaces, they can act as focal points.

City Silver Grey

With a change in urban lifestyles, the demand for new products and
spaces to contain them is growing. Seating which is more relaxed
encourages conviviality and can improve social interaction.
Metrolinia is manufactured in precast concrete and available in two
colours; City Silver Grey and Charcoal to match Metrolinia Concrete Block
Paving. Iroko Hardwood timber slats can be used on the bench and seat
sections.
There are 10 components in the range which can be combined to create
a truly flexible seating system. For linear runs an end block is always
required. Metrolinia Modular Concrete Seating is supplied free standing
with a surface mounted alignment bar.
See my related products...
Metrolinia Block Paving.................................................................................................................................................. pg 30

Metrolinia Timber Seat Section

Metrolinia Timber Bench Section

Metrolinia Planter Section

Street Furniture Escofet
Street Furniture Escofet

White - Polished

Grey - Polished

Black - Polished

Beige - Polished

Coordinated Range
White - Acid Etched

Grey - Acid Etched

Escofet’s pioneering strategy employs the creativity of internationallyrenowned architects, product designers and artists and combines this
with technically innovative manufacturing processes to deliver unique
pieces of street furniture.
Most recently, Escofet’s Slimconcrete range pushes design boundaries
through the pioneering use of Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC)
in street furniture elements. The flexibility of this material has enabled the
production of extraordinary new forms and textures.
See my related products...
Pallas Block Paving ........................................................................................................................................................... pg 25
Conservation Smooth Paving...................................................................................................................................... pg 58

Escofet Rio Seats

Beige - Acid Etched

Escofet Socrates Bench

Escofet Sillarga and Sicurta Seat

Escofet Dama Planter
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Since its foundation at the end of the 19th century, via its work on the
Sagrada Familia with Antoni Gaudi, Escofet has provided contemporary
urban cast stone elements for architects and specifiers.

Black - Acid Etched

Street Furniture

Escofet
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Street Furniture Bespoke
Street Furniture Bespoke
Street Furniture

Woodhouse
Bespoke Product Solutions Service
Bespoke LED Masts, Southend on Sea

Bespoke Canopy, Coventry
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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Bespoke Handrail System, The Sage, Gateshead Quays, Newcastle

Bespoke Lighting, Battle of Britain Memorial, London

Lighting Sculpture, Pepys Park, Deptford

Street Furniture Bespoke
Street Furniture Bespoke

Lighting Columns, Exhibition Road, London

Flexibility is key

Bespoke Silver Grey Granite Seat, Olympic Village

...only by pushing boundaries and challenging convention can we
help you make extraordinary places.

Even if you can’t find what you need
within the vast Marshalls Street Furniture
range, your options don’t end there.
Create something truly unique through
our Woodhouse bespoke product
solutions service.

Bespoke Product Solutions Service

Kiosk, Paddington Basin, London

We think big

We see public space from an alternative angle.

...using our holistic vision to consider the space as a whole but we also think small, focusing on every last design detail.

With every element sourced, tailored or created around your
project vision, our theoretical and practical understanding of urban
space is unrivalled.

We don’t do regular.
We don’t do average.
We don’t compromise.

We love to stretch our creativity beyond the typical. Inspired by your
vision, ambition and aspiration our open-minded approach means:

We deliver extraordinary as standard.

‘we will where others won’t’.
Bespoke LED illuminated balustrade/parapet, Manor Road, Coventry

Bespoke Seating, Woolwich

www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture

Our exceptional bespoke products often start with a flash of
inspiration that needs to be fully explored and carefully nurtured
throughout the project.

Woodhouse

Street Furniture

Only by consistently pushing boundaries and challenging
convention can we create public spaces that stand out.

Signage, Cabot Circus, Bristol
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Street Furniture Bespoke
Street Furniture Bespoke

Our attention to detail throughout the
design process is critical to ensure that we
satisfy your original vision.
Although we never lose sight of the practical and functional
requirements of every element. This is always achieved through
regular collaboration with you, ensuring that cost and schedule
requirements are satisfied along with aesthetic and
performance aspirations.
Marshalls is the only Street Furniture manufacturer in the UK to
supply every material solution you might need – and what’s more,
everything we do is completed to the strict ethical code that forms
the backbone of the Marshalls brand.
We manufacture our own concrete, steel, stainless steel and
Ferrocast products here in the UK and, more than that, we are
a truly international business. We have forged long-standing
partnerships with some of the most prestigious designers and
suppliers in Europe and our global offices will source the materials
and research the processes that you require to ensure your scheme
is truly unique. Our products have been installed from Dublin to
Abu Dhabi. But your journey with us will begin in one of our UK
offices, so you know exactly who you’re dealing with throughout
the entire process.

Bespoke Lightstacks, Ferrari World, Abu Dhabi

Street Furniture
www.marshalls.co.uk/commercial/street-furniture
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Cycle Parking, Canary Wharf

This personal service is underpinned by
the market-leading Marshalls
support team.

Woodhouse
Bespoke Product Solutions Service

From initial conversations with your sales consultant, through
collaborative design and project management, right up to product
delivery and installation, our experienced team will be on the
phone, in your office or on site to help you every step of the way.

Marshalls Street Furniture promises to
bring your vision to life through our
Woodhouse bespoke product
solutions service.
Our design experience and production expertise are your
guarantee of success. We strive to offer a unique service that
supports you from your first concept sketches right through to
installation of the finished product.

GEO Bin Engraved

Bespoke Lighitng Columns, Canary Wharf

Manufacturing Lighting for King Abdulaziz International Airport (KAIA)

